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By agreement nO 16/M/62/S of 16 th March 1962, ORSTOM undertook

the systematic study of rainfall in West Africa.
This study, based. on the analysis of daily records and raingauge
records, has as its principal aim the determination of the amounts of daily
rainfall .of rare frequencies and the establishment of intensity-duration
curves for various periods of recurrence, over the whole of West Af'rica and

Tchad.
For very understandable administrative reasons, the results of
this study are published. country by country. Each publication thus being
independent, we have considered i t useful to retain in each aIl the considerations and justifying explanations the methods have

us~.

But it remains

that the study has been effected. for the whole of West Africa, which assures
a wider statistica1 base and also the possibility of a

better~erstandiDg

of the phenomena, and of better presentation of the oompleted results •

•

•

•
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A • §TUDY OF THE DgLI RAINFALI.S QF UPPER VOLTA
1. Observed data
The material which we have had. at our disposaI includ&'3the
observations of 1960, the records of 68 stations tota 1li ng about 900
complete years of daily raingauge observations. Alone, a quarter of these
stations have a period of abservation of 35 years.
We can firstly make the following remarks on the value of
the observations :
- It has frequently happened that a raingauge installed in one
loca.lity has had i ts position moved with a change of observer ; these changes
can reach or exceed one kilometre and modify the position of the gauge in
relation to the orograph;y, to the dominant wind. But we do not have precise
dotails of these old occurrences, and i t has not been possible to take
complete account of the changes,which wc consider without real importance
to the daily rainfall study, the regions studied having a little accentuated
relief.
- Certain raingauges can be found. in bad positions in relation
to pre-existing obstacles or ones which bave since been introduced ; trees,
buildings ••• there is no question of taking complete account of these
imperfections.
- There are many errors in observations, the following for
example

1

• The observer neglects tànths of millimetres, and systematically rounds off the amount to the millimetre below. Tlifj can have an
influence, relatively sIDaIl, on the a.n:nual total.
• It so ha.ppens that certain observera, in the case of rains
greater than 10 mm, count accurately the number of increments of 10 mm, but
wnte in tenths of millimetres the contents of the 1ast 10 mm. increment ;
thus 50.6 mm instead of 56 mm. This can easily be verified from the wrong
numler of zeros showing in the unit column, and we have not taken into
account the years so observed.
• Négligence in observations is fraquent : the observer
neglects to measure small storms individually, and these are totalled, less
evaporation, ri th the first storm a little stronger. The number of days of
recorded raiD is thus reduced, and the greater number of storms of less than
10 mm. are not shown in the records.

- 3 • Errers of measurement in relatively old observations prior
to 1926 are sometimes difficult to detect if the observer has not specified
the medium used. On the creation of the MeteorologicaJ. Service, the raingauge "Association" and the millimetre scale wore lacking. Use was made
of scales graduated in cubic centimetres and any old recipient (buckets,
medicine bottlcs), of which the surface area of the mouth was not always
correctly measured. In a good number of cases the observer wrote the number
of cubic centimetres collected and divided it by 40 to find the amount of
rainfall, when contrary to requirements, the surface ares. of tho recipient
was not 400 cm2. Certain measuremûnts have bad to be corrected, many others
have been discarded.
• A delicate point is that of the definition of the "dey of
rain". The Meteorological Services requires readings to be taken at fixed
hours (twice a day), and counts as the day of rain all the 24 hour period
(commencing with the morning reading) during which i t was measured to be
0,1 mm or more. It cau thus happen that a little rain con fall into the
raingauge bucket and have evaporated before the following reading. It can
also happen that the time of the morning reading occurs during a storm, and
that the total amount of this storm will be counted. over two different days.
We now seek to establish the rule for distribution of rainfall over a 24
hour period, independently of tho time of commencement of that periode In
certain cases, with the help of original momoranda by the observer the
total amount may be re-established. In many other cases this is not possible.
It is true to say, that i t is
very rare, save in meteorological observation stations, that the observer troubles to takè i3.',re~ beforei the end of
the storm.
• We note further that certain observers are clearly counting
heavy morning dew as raine
To conclude these remarks on the value of the observations,
we think meanwhile, on the whole theyare good, otherrlse it would not be
possible to disentangle the general trends of the distribution to make them
more precise later on.

2. Method of study
The number of years of observation, at the most 40 for the
best stations, does not permit the estimation with sufficient precision of
the value of the rainfall amount wi th a probabili ty of once in 5 YGaI'S, ooly
to the extent of a.rranging daily raingauge records in decreasing order.

-4For a station observed over 40 years for example, the deviation between
the 10 heaviest depositions at each station varies in much too irregular
a fashion for the 4 th value which would correspond to the 10 year fraquency to be chosen, a method which would very effectivaly give the ten
year storm: a value distinctly too low can be obtained. if the number of
very heavy storms has been abnormally low during the 40 years o~nsidered,
or a value distinctly too high if the number of very heavy storms bas been
abnormally high. Meanwhile the distribù.tion of ail the classified. values,
as bas been said above, shows, for those stations studied, common factors
which tend to facilitate our task.
a) Rrst oonsidort-l.tions

on the distribution of daily rainfall

The daily rainfall figures of stations are classed in descending order,
starting with the N (N number of years of observation)
first values, than the others by incremental groups of 10 mm down to
O,~

mm.

If we express in semi logarithmic co-ordinates : p, the
amount and log.r,logarithm of the rank r, we establish that the representative points fom a straight line over a certain distance - from
p = 10 or 20 mm. until r = about N. It deviates for very high and very
low frequencies.
To facilitate the comparison of representative diagrams of
various stations, it would be interesting to define the lines which are
set out on the diagrams with respect to two characteristic points. The
first cha.racteristic point of the line of agreement i6 the intersection
wi th the axis of the abscissae, which bas for co-ordinate p = 0 a
value of log r which we designat.e. by log r o • The pointt.r on the experimental curve corresponding to p = 0 is not well lmownlJ~ we see later
on,
it is clear that it deviates distinctly from the line of agreement.

We can teke as the second characteristic point of the line,
that of which the abscissa is
log r o

-

10

This point 1s always situated both on the curve and on the line of
agreement when in practice the stations have more tban 10 storms per
year,

...L is therefore greater than N. The ordinate corresponding ta
10
log ra

10

is designated by

~.

- 5 We establish that the product ro x P1 , for the various
stations is proportional to the product N.P. (N number of year, P average
annual rainfallJ :

If wo dQto~o grnphically tho cocffi~iontKfor each of the
119 stations of MALI and SENEGAL (stations having 10 or more years daily
observations at their disposal)
it is found that K is
effectively constant: its average value is 0.456.
The deviations, in relation to that value, are very low,
they can be specified as follows : given K1, one of the values of K, the
average being 0.456, n the number of raingauge stations, the dispersion
is defined by the deviation value
,
i

\

s

=

\/

1

/

~''''''I.

"
.......

(lcï - 0.456)2
n

-

1

It is found that this deviation value is equal to 0.009.
The coefficient of variation which is equal to the relationship of the deviation value to the amount of uncertainty allowed
for it, being given here the value K, is equal to
0.009
0.456

al

' that is 2 ~.

The coefficient of variation, very small, shows that in
praetice one can accept that K is to aU intents and purposes a constant.
effectiveJ,.y
The existence of this
. invariable K shows that the
whole of the daily rainfall distribution which we have studied. follows a
unique relationship, and. we have, in the following paragraphe looked for
a mathematieal representation which approximates as closely as possible
to that relationshi~~~eh wc cannot hope to find. in the actuel course
of the studies.

-6What is the pra.ctical significance of the formula found above ?

It is granted that the line of agreement coïncides with the actual curve
of the points representing p as a function of r, as far as the axis of the
abscissae. The abscissa
ro then becomes the total number of observations
of days of raine

-

is the number of daily preeipitations per year.

N

If
p

P is
=

the average of the daily precipitations,

-p

ro

WB

have:

N

and. undeJ: these conditions relationship

K r o Pl =

ro

(1) can be wri tten

II

but: the distance along the axis of the abseissae between the point
log ro. and the point log r o
is constant and equal to 1.
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P1. thezefoxe defines the slope :i. of the lines of agreement.
If P1 were constant, that is to say if l' were constant
for all the stations, all the lines would be parallel. This is not true
in reality, and, under these conditions, the slope of the Unes is a
linea.r function of p which increases slightly ,d th P.
The greater the amount of annuel precipitation, the more the
slope of the line increases, which indicates that the number of days of
rain increases less qu1ckly than P (average annual rainfall). Unfortuna1aly aU this assumes that the experimental curve is identical with the
line of agreement, which is not always correct. The explanations which
we give therefore remain appro:d.ma.te. Without a.ny excuses, the exact
number of days of l'ain 1s very diff1cult to determine because the observera count dew as rain, do not always count small storms, etc ••• so
that even if the experimental curve were adjusted near the extremity of
the line, i t would be difficult to arriva at a precise value for 15 and
frem this, at an exact determination of the various parametera defining
the group of lines.

-7-

b) Choioe of the relationship
Having determined that there exists a unique relationship
defined by an invariant between the lines of agreement of the experimental
aurve, we have tried to formulate a simple mathema.tical relationship for
this group of experimental curves.

We have envisaged a relationship of exponential form and a
gausse - logarithmic relationship, the analytical procedure being graphical in both cases. The agreement betwoen the rainfall amounts of
given frequency determined following the two is very good up to the
probability of once in 10 years. The agreement is not so good for more
rare frequencies, the gausso-logarithmic determination corresponding to
heavier rains in all cases. The exponentia.l relationship risks leading
to under-estïmated values, which would be dangerous. It is for this
reason tbat we choose to work to the ga~so-logaritbmic relationship.

c) Use of the Gausso-logarithmic law

M. ROCHE has already studied the distribution of tropical
daily rainfall amounts (non cyclonic) for a certain number of African
stations between 4° S and 17° N. Whilst considering the amounts as a
group of indeterndnate independent variables, he has accepted that they
follow a garbled form of gausso-logaritbmic law.
Befora expressing the relationship more precisely, i t seems
necessary to give a brief revision of the representative definitions for
this type of law.

.

A gausse law is of the form
1

F (x)

(x

==

sV 2

-

!
./ _

.;7'.,

_ \2

e - - (x
2

s

Xj

F (x) being the probabil1ty, or the number of chances
for the indeterminate variable studied to be less than or equal to
value of x. For a very bigh value of x, F (x) will approach 1. One
most frequently the probability of exceeding, which 1s equa.l to 1

-x

1s the ar1thmetic mean of the indeterminate variable x.

s

:Le 1ts deviation of the type :

• dx
in 100

the
uses
- F (x).
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The Gausso formula 1s most frequently wri tten in the followiIlg
form 1

F

(x)

1
=

1 u

_

e-2

2

du with u

=' _x_-_x_")
\

"

s

J

The valuesof F (x) are furnished by tables of GAUSSO integrals
as a function of u, called the reduction chart.
The curve representing

e t(

x -

\

S

i .)
,."

is symetrical, which indicates that very high and very low values of the
variable, which have the same deviation in relation to i, have the same
probability.

In other words, if one consideres annual precipitations, if
! = 1,400 mm, and if the 10 year wet rainfall is 2,000 mm, the 10 year dry
year deposition accorQ.;llltV-~n0:t.t&e same probability, is equal to 1,400(2000 - 1400) = 800 mrif;u-e:rn- J~1itru.e due to a number of phenomena, for
example the curve of daily storm amounts is assymetric. One then comes back
to the Gausso Law and takes a red.uced value eqœl to a linear function of
the logarithm ot the variable :
u

=

a + b log x

We ihen have a gausso-logarithmic law.
In all strlctness, one should for a given rainfall station,
consider the collection of ail the daily recorde, including the values
x = 0, tbat is to say the daye on which there is no raine For one year
(not a leap - year) one therefore should have 365 values.

However, in most applications we consider only the amounts of
precipitation greater than a given limit and most frequently than the limit
0, that is to say we take into account only the values which are net zero.
We are caœmed, in this case, with what is caUed a distorted distribution.

-9If F1 (x) ia the probability for the daily amount of precipitation to be grea.ter than or equal to x (in relating that probability
ta the 365 <ia.i+Y amounta for the yeax, which include the days of nil
precipitation ) F1 (0), the probability for the amount of rain to be
greater tha.n 0 (for example( if the number of days of rein is an average
of 122 days par year, F1 (0) = ~ •
F1
F1

(x)
(0)

is the distorbed probability.

The being granted, the logarithmic law is wri tten as follows

B1 (0)

2

+j.'

F1 (x)

=

e
\1./i 2'-'
.,

log x -

with

u

:!!
2

du

log x

=------s

ia the probability for x to he greater than or egual to x,
(probability related to the total number of days the observations last)
is the probability tbat the amount will not be nil
- log x

is the average of all the values of log x, and takes into
consideration only the number of ra.iny days.

- s

is the deviation value of log x.

Experience shows thet the fit doea not hold true between the
llausso-logarithmic 1&. and the experimental curve the' former g:I.ving F1 ( 0)
little less than the experimental value. The direct determ1nation of
log x and. s would be very laborious ; a graphical procedure is used for
each station.
Under theae conditions the operations caxried out for each
rainfall station are as follows :
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- arrangement of the daily ra.ï.nfaJ1..amounts in descending order, and determination of their distorted frequency

(x)
F1 (0)
F1

For the value of F1 (0)
2/3 of the experimental value.

one can take for a trial attempt,

- placing the points on gausso-Iogarithmic paper and taking from the
abscissae (logarithmic scale) the amount in mil1imetres, and from the
ordinate (gausso scale) the corresponding distorted experimental frequency (see graphe 2).
In practice one takes the first 20 values, when one considera
only the stoms in 10 mm. increments up to the amount of 10 mm.

- the points having been aligned, by virtue of the relationship indicated
above, the greater Jart of the curve is thus traced. The aligmnent of the
points is checked. If the alignment is not sufficiently tru.e, a new attempt
is made with another value of F1 (0). We retum later on to the choice of
F1 (0).
- once the poi!1te are aligned as well as possible, one can determine from
the graph the values of log x and s which serve the chosen value of Ft (0),
to calculate the amounts x corresponding to the given probabilities F1 ~x).
In effect : log x

=

log x
u

=

corresponds to u

0 and for

1Lill
O '~

die~ed frequency is equal to

the abscissa

=

t. 1It•

is sufficient to talce on the graph
corresponding to that value of ordinate.

Moroever it is the slope of the line in relation to the axis
of ordinates. It can be determined practically by considering the ordinate
point
F (x)
1
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It seems that the determination of log x
and of s will be
of no help, sinee it is sufficient, to find x corresponding to the given
value of F

1 (x), :to take
F1

(x)

F1 (0)
as ordinate on the representative line of the general relationship, which
is determined graphically. But in the research which preceeded the placing
of daily precipitations of low frequencies as points on the plan, it was
very important to verify if the parameters F1 (0), S and 'l'ëg'Y formed
simple relationships with the average amount of precipitation or with the
latitude. It will be seen later on that this research has not given very
satisfactory results.
If the graphical determination of lo~ x and of s does not
present any difficulty, i t is not the same for F1 t 0); in fact for a considerable variation of that value, the points remain aligned. But fortunately,
as can bo seen by the following example, a Md determination of F1 (0) doea
not have a big influence on log x
and s, and even less on the values
obtained for the amounts of precipitation of rare probability.
Take
the case of a station for which the gausso-Iogarithmic
relation can be defined exactly by :

F

1

(0)

= 0,100

s

= 0,300

log x

= 1,173

Suppose that, instead of taking F:I (0) = 0.100, it has been
taken as 0.080 or 0.125. Set out graphically tne re~resentative points
obtained, and dinde the experimental F1 (x) by F1 to) and teke the x abscissa corresponding to the values of x varying by increments of 5 mm. It is
seen that on the two new diagrams the points remain perceptibly 6ùigned for
the values of x between 25 and 100 mm. Determine log x and s graphically
for the two new linos, similarly the daily amounts of low probability
the -able her.e undar is obtained :

F (0)
1

0.080

0.100

0.125

log x

1.230

1.173

1.114

S

0.286

0.300

0.315

56.4 mm

56.2 mm

56.1 mm

Daily amounts of annual
probability
GnQe in

2 76fU'S
5
10
20
50
100

68,4
86.1
101
116.5
140
159

68.4 -

86.4101,5 118
142
162

68.4
87.1
102
120
145
167
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Notwithstanding a big variation of F1 (o),the extreme values of
the amount of 10 yeax ram, 101 and 102 mm are very close, and similarly
for the 100 year precipitation the variation is quite acceptable.
The uncertainty in the choiee of F (0) therefore has no serious
1
effect on the result. On the other band, i t introduces a certain dispersion
in the comparison of values from the same parameter for various stations.

3 .. Results of the analysis
The following table summarizes the results obtained by analysing
by a gausso-Iogarithmic law, the records of 30 stations in Upper-Volta for
which wc have 10 years or more of daily records.
Wc give by stations:
- the average annual amount of rainfall in millimetres
- the number of years of observati.on
- the values obtained graphically for F (0), log x and s which determine the law of distribution. From them are deduced in each case the
amounts of precipitation corresponding to various frequenciés
- the values in millimetres of daily amounts of annual probability and of
probabilities once in 2 years, 5 years, 10 years, 20 years,· 50 years and
100 years.
We have added, beside the calculated values, the experimental values
in millimetres of the daily amounts of a.nnuc'Ù. probability and probabilities
once in 2 years and once in 5 years ta.k:en directly from the daily rainf'all
records.
The agreement between the calculated values and axperimental values
is good for annual probabilities and for once in 2 years, less good for the
probability of once in 5 years, which is normal when the stations have
periods of observation covering generally less than 35 years. The gauging
is then insufficient to deteImine a precise value of the 5 year storm, and
the extrapolated value taken from the adjusted line is more reliable.

AMOUNTS OF EXCEPTIONAL DAILY PRECIPITATIONS
AT VARIOUS CBSERVATION poms IN MM
UPPER-VOLTA l

Stations

F (0)
1

-1
log x!

s

! N°.!
lof;.. lAverage
!year!ann~

r
r
e r

; OUAGA-V
; SARA
! KOUDOUGOU

0,0548 1.307 0,238
0,0645 1,278 0,288
0,1467 ! 1,006 0,351
0,0782 1,257 0,257
0,0727 1,257 0,292 .!
0,0877 1,217 0,288
0,0761
1,305 0,264
0,0922 1,225 0,285
0,0952 1,243 0,281
! 0,0896 1,242 0,300
! 0,0958 1,258 0,272 !
! 0,0967 1,253 0,271 !
1,257 ! 0,280 !
! 0,0951
! 0,0922 1,280 1 0,263 !
! 0,1042
1,222 ! 0,311 !

!

1

! DORI

! DJIBO
TOURCOING-BA.l\1
! KA.YA
! LOJANDE
! OUAEIGOUYA
! Y.~J~TCHARI

.~

.! ~'OUG\N

l.IAKO
! 1OUF.ai:LA.
1

, DUA01GA

; N()UNA

!

!

25
10
14
35
13
25
18
27
18
34
22
21
32
17
35

a.m!l.ual

PROBABILITIES
!
!
!
l
1/2 years 1jS!yea:ra" 1/10 11 /20 1/S0
.
!
:
!
!
1

,

1

Î

!
!

1/100 :
!

!
!
!
!
1
546 ! 49,9! 50,0! 59,31 56,7! 72,4 71,0! 83,2! 94,4! 110,2! 123,0
609 ! 59,4! 60,2! 7'2,8! 66,7! 92,3 70.2!108,6!126,2! 152 , 1! 173 ,4
653 54,6! 60,0! 67,9! 68,8! 88,1 97;1!105,7!125.3! 154.9 ! 179.9
706 52~8! 55,0! 63,0! 65,0! 77,4 76,0! 89,1!101,6! 119,7 ! 134,3
711
59,7! 58,7! 73,1! 72,3! 91,6 83,7!108,9!126,8! 152,8! 172,5
725 56,6! 54,3! 68,7! 66,2! 86,3! 82,9!101,2!117,0! 140,0! 159,2
782 60,3! 54,2! 72,3! 70,5! 89,3! 85,8!103,5!118,6! 140,0! 157,8
58,3! 59,0! 70,6! 67,9! 88,5! 85,8!103,5!119,7! 142,9! 162,6 !
791
813 59,8! 55,0! 71,9! 69,4! 99,7! 73,8!104,5!120~2! 143,2! 162,2 !
821
63,7! 62,31 77,8! 79,0! 98,6! 92,7!115,9!134,9! 162,91 186,2 !
59,6! 58,5! 71,3! 72,4! 88,3! 83,0!102,3!117,2! 139,0! 156,7 !
841
845 58,7! 59,0! 70,3! 68,7! 86,9! 94,0!1oo,7!115,3! 136,5! 153,8 1
868 ! 61,5! 58,7! 74,0! 74,01 92,0! 94,9!107,2!123,3! 146,9! 166,3 !
871 1 59,7! 59,8! 71,1! 69,6! 87,3! 84,3!100,7!115,1! 135,5! 152,4 !
881 ! 66,8! 65,0: 81,8! 73,3!104,21 83,01123,0!143,9! 174,21 199,5 !
!
!
1
!
:!
r
!
!
!
!

AHOUNTS OF EXCEPTIONAL DAILY PRECIPITATIONS
AT VARIOUS OSBERVATION pon;rrs IN ÏJIM

'.lPPER-VOl TA II
!
!!

St a t·J.ons

,
•'F1 (0)

_ _ _ _ _ _~;

!
OUAGA A
!
GARANGO
!
FADA'N GOuma. !
rANGA
'!
TENKODOGO
!

•
,
!
!
!

n:r.mouGOu
BOR0~

LEO
PO
1'.à.L'1A.

"

'! log
- -x-

S

I

0,1096
0,0979
0,0870
0,0952
0;0947

0,1042
0,1039
1 0,1118
! 0,1088
!! 0,1039

PROBABILITIES

; No ,., Ave. f rage

,0,

.'

·_!y_e_ar_·_!~_a_u_ _ann
__
1l_a]
901
903
908
941
967

; GàùUA
BOBO-DIOULASSO!
,BADIE
!
n·'L1iJFORA
!

i
!

0,1074
0,1217
0,1014
0,1267
0,1303

1

,
!
164,8 ! 188,8 !
147,6
166,7
161,8 183,7
158,5
179,1
177,8 202,8

64,4
62,7
66,2
66,7
71,4

57,2
61,0
63,0
65,6
71,4

78,5
75,2
80,2
80,2
86,5

77,1
99,5
76,0
93,3
80,4 100,5
87,0 99,5
86,5 108,9

109,7
103,2
100,3
96,3
109,7

117,2
108,4
117,2
115,9
127,6

!
136,5!
124,5!
135,5!
133,01
148,3!

68,5
65,2
66,8'
67,6!
68,6!

67,0
65,0
67,0
68,0
65,8

83,0
78,3
80,9
81,3
82,4

80,2 !104,0
72,7! 97,5
72,6 !101,6
82,0 !101,4
78,4 !102,6

110,2
91,8
91,3
100,0
101,7

121,6
113,2
119,1
118,2
119,4

140,6'
130,3!
137,7
136,5
137,4

168,7
154,9
164,4
162,9
163,7

191,9
175,4
187,9
184,5
184,9

64,9
68,2
69,4
72,4
73,0

84,7
81,1
82,8
95,5
90,6

77,8
77,6
81,1
91,1
82,8

143,9
132,7
134,9
166,0
154,5

172,6
157,4
159,2
200,4
185,4

196,3
177,4
179,5
229,6
211,3

1,207
1,270
1,293!
1,296!
1,295!

0,307
0,276
0,284
0,278
0,294

10
14
21
12
34

1,270
1,270
1,242
1,268
1,290

0,292
0,281
0,296
0,287
0,282

35
969
31
990
35
990
18 !1013
12 !1020

1,271
1,277
1,323
1,266
1,260

0,294
0,277
0,269
0,311
0,302

30 1045
70,0
30 1158 67,9
27 1169 69,3
16 1170 78,5
25 1161174,8
!

,,

1/_2_Ye_a_rs_...,j'........~1/_5_Ye_a_rs_ ......._1_/_1_0....__-1-/2-0-...
: _1_/_50--l.;_1/_1~

1

; HOUNDE

.,

!106,2
109,5! 124,7
!100,2
90,0! 115,9
!102,1
102,1! 117,8
!121,1
102,5! 142,6
!113,8! 95,0! 133,4
!
!
!
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4 - Discussion of the results of the analysis
The stations have been classified in table nO 1, by region and by
increasing ~Jmount of ~xm~ql precipitation. It is thus nk~de oasy to separate
firstly the general tendencies which ms.y exist in the variations of the different parametors.
It is found th.~t F (0) clearly increases with the amount of annu'1.l
precipitation und ch.~es !rom 0.05 to 0.13 when the latter rises from 550
to 1150 mm, apl'U't from some deviating points (such as TOT:RCOINGBAM with
P • 653 mm and F (0) = 0.1467). The low maximum vnriation of the amount of
8nl1ll.91 preciPitation in Upper-Volta hides the variation of log x of which
the various values are grouped between 1.20 Bnd 1.30.
The deviation - value

S

varies between 0.257 und 0.311 without toking

ac~ount of t~e 8JUlual precipitation (graph 3) ; the dispersion is large

(0.238 and 0.351 constitute extreme values recorded at DORI and TOURCOINGBAM).
For all the 30 stations of Upper-Volta, totalling 706 years of observations,
the weighted average of the deviation - values is 0.286, with Il coefficient
of variation of 6 'fa.'
It is evident that a certain number of non conforming points correspond to the non-eonfoI'Jning values of F1 (0). One enD. attempt after what has
been said earlier to choose F1 (0) so t~t it varies regu1e~ly from top to

bottom of table 1. But we see later that the dispersion in the values of
F1 (0), s and log x is certairl)'. due, for seve:ml s tations , to physical
causes independent of the small quantity of gauging statistics nnd of the
errora which can be introduced in consequence of the urbitrariness which
entera into the adjustment procedures. Under these conditions to choose F1 (0)
in such a way that i t varies very regularly wi th the amount of annual precipitation would react to distort the basic data availnble, which must be avoided
at all costs, nt lenst during the actual course of the studies.
Notwithstanding effective research in seveI'1.'l.l directions we have not
linked individually the constants of the distribution F1 (0), log x and s
ri th the annual amount of precipitation. Contrary to what has been osberved
in MALI and SENEGAL, the raingauging regime in UPPER-VOLTA is relatively
homogeneous, so it is necessary to look for an explanntion of the dispersion
of the results both in the sometimes doubtful charncter of cerbin records and
under the influence of local clinl'1.tic conditions (microclimates).
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Several studies relating to the influence of microclimntes, such for
example as that of the catchJnent of KOUILOU have been carried out at certain
statioDJ3, frequently subject to violent storms, Bnd at others which,on the
contrary, rarely have such occurrences.
The stations Rre generally very distant one from enother, so that
a systematic study of these peculiar localities 1s impossible. Meanwhile,
in the region of DAKAR (Republic of Senegnl), weIl known for thG irregu.lar
distribution of tempestuous storms, there are five stations fa1rly close to
one another (they are at spacings of less than 6 km) from which con be obtained
an ide.'1 of the effects of this heterogenity on the ronounts of exceptional
storms.
The study of rainfall records for those 5 stations on Cape Verde
shows a hetrogenity both in annual amounts of precipitation and in amounts
of 24 hours storms, most particularly from the 5 ye[l.;r frequencies upward.
It is true that the sarne study,by close antl.lysis of the variation of each
gauging wi th the help of various tests by SNEDECOR and BARTLETT, shows that
this heterogenity cab be put down solely to an insufficiency of gauging
records (20 years, as i t happens).
We are not even sure that a series of 40 years would be sufficiently
long to furnish a precise result after processing in a gausso-Iogarithmic
manner.
AlI this shows that there is no reason to be alarmed at the nonconforming values of table 1, and that there is not much hÇ)pe of eliminating
them completely.
But i t would not be necessary to deduce more than, that by reason
of the existence of this fairly high number of non conforming points, :f'u11
generalization and full interpolation are impossible. The situation near
the island of Cape Verde, without being exceptional, does not correspond to
the general situation for West Africa, where a fairly flat relief ensures
El. certain homogenity. One simply remembers, whilst using the maps of exceptional precipitations, some particular localities exist which i t would not
be advisable to ignore.
With regard to knowledge of exceptional precipitations in its
general sense, we note that the data of Table 1 can be reproduced on El map,
which will automatically e l1mi n ate the non-conforming points.
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5 - Exploitation of results
The values which we appear to have determined wi th the greatcst precision are those of daily rainfnll wi th annunl probabili ty. For this reason,
we have related the amounts of lowor froquency to those of mmU!l.l frequency.
We have therefore placed on the graphs, the relationships station by station,
of the amounts of probability once in 2 years, in 5 years, in 20 years, to
tbis amount of annuel probability as a function of the average annual
rainfall (graph 5).
The dispersion of the points on the graphs increases as the probability decreasos ( wo give in c,n annex graphs corresponding to 1/2 and
1/10, (graph 4) but it does net seem that the relationship can he a function
of the long!tude. Weoove traced on each gro.ph an o.verago curve representing
the variation of this relationship with the average e.nnual amounts. These
curvee are reprodueed on the graph (4) hereafter.
We have traced on the attached maps, the network of average BDllual
isollyets at 100 mm intervals (graph 6) and. the networks of lines of equal
amounts (at 5 mm intervals) of daily rainfalls of annuel probability
(graph

7).

This map is loss precise than the preceeding one ; to trace the
lines we have used the different determined reS1Ùts despite their dispersion,
taldng into account the number of years of observations.
Beth the two maps and the preceeding graph nllow the determination,
but with what precision it is difficult to determine, of the amounts of
daily rainfall at a point up to the probability of once in 20 years. We
have not dared to ~ beyond there. Next is found the map of 10 year precipitations (graph 8).
The linee of equa.l amounts of daily precipitation of annual and
10 year probability remain essontially paro.llel to the isohyets nt lenst
up to the 900 mm line, as has already been observed in the extreme north
of Mali.
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To calculate for any point the amount of precipitation corresponding
to a frequency which is neither annue.J. nor 10 year, one looks on the chart
(graph 6) for the ~erage amotint of annual precipitation, on the chart
(graph 7) for the daily precipitation of annual probability. ThEm on graph 5
one finds the value of the relationship between the precipitation of annual
frequency and that of the given frequency once, in 5 or 20 years, as a function
of, the amount of Bnnual precipitation as already found from graph 6.
It is then sufficient to mu1 tiply the amount of annual frequency
found on graph 8 by this relationship to obtain the amount corresponding to
the frequency sought. The frequency most used currently is the 10 year
frequency, therefore we have decided to use this procedure and to establish
the map corresponding to that frequency (graph 8).
The data furnished by these maps cannot be taken as valid for individual localities ; it corresponds to average situations. For a zone of
small extent which,for known reasons, would be particularly exposed to
violent stoms, 1t would be necessary to overestïmate the values on the map
by 10 to 20 %. For a fairly extensive area, for example between 10 and
25 lao2, similar local peculiarities would on average cause a reduction
in effects •

:B - STUDY OF THE INTENSITIES - INTENSITY-DURATION CURVES

The siludy of the daily rainfall Carl be considored as a study of the
24 hour intensities, but can be done starting from the daily rainfa1l records.
The intensi ty study is a matter concerning the occurrences of shortest duration, and the only background documents can be the charts of recording raingauges or pluviographs.
The idea1 would be to be able to separate the records covering definite periods of time (for example 5, 10, 15, 20, 30 minutes, etc ••• ) from
these classes we have already prepared for the daily rainfalls, and attempt
to draw up a law of distribution.
This method unfortunately is net applicable: not only 1s the number
of yearsrecords too sma1l for each station, but moreover, no yoox 1s complete,
one or more important record is a1ways lacking because the throat or the
raingauge is easily blocked (dead insects, vegetable debris, and above aIl
dust and sand blown up by the wind which precedes every tornado).

- 19 Old sy:phon type instruments records are not of great value, brea.kdowns
in their working having been very frequent. We have sepa.ra.ted out ail those
records which were usable in the sphere of precipita.tions greater than

40

rmn/d.ay.

Rockigg trough type recorder records have been examined for precipitations greater than 10 or 15 mm/day. No corrections have been :made to the
original documents, it is probable that certain of them were not useable because
not aU the instruments would have been ragulated before being set to work, and
we allow that this type of recorder CM perhaps be in error by 10 %before
regulation.
The rainfall records have been systematically separated into periods
of 5 minutes, starting from the period of highèlst intensity. For each storm,
we have determined the intensity - duration curve. This curve is established
as follows : we consider the period of 5 minutes which encloses the maximum
(intensity), and. calculate its average intensity, then we take a longer period
of 10 minutes and cD.1culate its average intensity ; we continue ·taldng li senes
Qf.::inore~ing values of time interval enclosing the maximum intensity : 10',
15',20', 30', 45',60', 90', 120', 150', 300', the average intensity decreasing, of course, gradually, and proportioIk9.l to the time interval t, or with
increasing duration. The diminishing curve of the average intensity as a
function of the duration t is the intensity-duration curve.
In the course of this operation, the curve of intensities of precipitation romains just as i t is. The intensities are not classed by decreasing
values ; that would result, if such were done, in artificial curves which
would give rise to errors in their application. The only condition is the
choioe of the maximum intensity as the starting point for the operation.

Tracing of the intensity-duration curves corresponding to storms of
varying frequencies : annual frequency or 10 year frenquency, for example, can
be @,greed. These curves are determined at the outset from the analysis of the
intensity-duration curves for ail the storms, or more strictly, for ail heavy
storms for which records are available.
We have made use of what was available in the sahelien and Soudan
zone, between the average annual isohyete.ls 200 and 1300 mm, from the
Atlantic Ocean to ABECEE : a total of 145 station years (incomplete years)
for 58 stations. Forty of these stations correspond to raingauges grouped
for experimental catchment studies by ORSTOM. Of ail the records we have obtainedonly 16 complete records of roinfall of more than 100 mm in 24 hours.

- 20This quantity of rainfall records is menifestly insufficient, as
much by reason of the low spatial density of the recorders as by the too
short period of their operation, to obtain precise results.
We have grouped the records by zones : 12 zones corresponding to
the amount of annual precipitation varying by 100 mm increments, 150 to
250 mm, 250 to 350 mm, etc ••• We have established for each zone, intensityduration curves for daily precipitations of 20, 40, 60, 80 mm, and taken the
averages of the intensity durations of the precipitations between 20 mm 20 %and 20 mm + 20 %etc •••
If we plot the results to logarithmic co-ordinates (durations in
minutes, intensities in mm/hr), we see that there is a break in the alignment
of the points. This peculiarity is easily explained when one considers the
typical form or pattern of tornados ; these in their most simple form have
a very short period of fairly weak (rainfall) intensity, the preljminary
storm, a period of heavy or very heavy intensity called the "body", and
Jurally a period during which the intensity reduces and can continue for a
fairly long time at a fairly weak leval ; this last part of the storm is
called the tail. The tail can form a virtual second storm in relation to
the body. There are moreover, tornad Q3 other than these following the classical
fOrIn ; tornados without a tail,tornados with two or three almost equal peaks,
etc ••• The break point in the intensity-duration curves separates the body
of the storm shown on its left from the tail and the preliminary storm, shown
on its right.
The parallelism of the lines representing what we have come to
calI the tail is good, not only between the different daily amounts in
a zone, but equally between the zones. The abscissa, to the point of the break
in alignment, remains, for a given amount, perceptibly the same for different
zones, and we can accept the parallelism of the representative lines to the
left of the break point.
The final diagram corresponding to the B.AMAKO zone, one of the oost
known, is represented on graph N° 9, on which the average intensity-duration
curves corresponding to aIl the daily precipitations of 20, 40, 600 mm are
well defined, the curves 80 to 100 mm are less reli.a.ble, the curve 120, 140 and
160 are extrapolations.
The different zones studied in fact have boundaries slightly
different from those given earlier, the practical limits corresponding to
the differellt groups o~uges. But as yet· i t has not been possible to reform
the groups to correspond to the same number of stations and station-years. The
networks of curves so traced are therefore unequal in value. Their comparison
even so allows i t to be stated that for daily amounts of equal duration, the
intensities increase when the amount of annual precipitation diminishes, a t
least for the greatest intensities, it will he

- 21 neeessary in relation to the curves of our type graph (graph nO 9) to
multiply thG ordinates by a fac~or which is a f'unction of the average amount
of annual precipitation.
For an average annual amount of
'.

:

200 mm multiply the ULtsnsities by U19
1.18
300 mm
"
"
"
400 mm
1.16
"ri
"
"
500 mm
1.14
"
"
fi
600 mm
1.12
"
"
11
"n
700 mm
1.10
"
Il
Il
800 mm
1.08
"
Il
Il
Il
900 mm
1.05
4;.02
1000 mm
"
"fi
"
Il
1100 mm
0.99
120C 'llIIl
0.95
"
"
1300 _
0.91
"
"

"
"

"

These coefficients are of use in the Sahelien and Soudan zone between
the meridians 0'" and 12 e West. We have insufficient data to ensure their
reliability to the west 01'.·"east of that zone. It appears that they will
djminish a little going towards the east.
Too much importance should not be attached to the accuracy of the
coefficients given earlier, we do not pretend that their value will be accurate to within about 1 'fa. Moreover, the zones studied can be, as we have
seen earlier, slightly out of position in relation to the zones of the table,
this is why graph nO 10 does not correspond exactly to the 1100 mm mark,
for which a coefficient of 0.99 is taken in place of 1.00.
We now have available all the data for the deterrrdnation of the
intensi.ty-duration curve corresponding to any point and to any frequency.
One notes for the given point the amount of annual precipitation,
fram which one calculates the value of the coefficient, then, using the
procedure giv~n in the first part of this paper, one determines the eX(Jeptional 24 hour storm of the frequency sought. On graph 9 one chooses the
intensity duration curve corresponding to the amount of the 24 hour exoeptional storm found earlier and multiplies the ordinates of that curve by the
coefficient.

- 22 Let us consider for example a station situated exactly bal:fWay
between DOR! and. KAYA, and look for the intensity over 45 minutes for
the 10 year storm at this place. From graph 6 the annual precipitation
is found to be 620 mm, for whioh the correction coefficient can be taken
as 1.12.·
It is seen from graph 8 tbat the 10 years storm at this place will be
98 mm. For such a storm, graph 9 gives ua an average intensity of 65 mm/hr.
over 45 minutes. For the station under consideration this 45 minutes intensity would be 65 x 1.12 = 73 mm/hour.
To reduce the number of operations of this type, we have for UpperVolta, as for each other country, drawn intensity duration curves corresponding to the various frequencies .. These curves have been established as
follows : for any one frequency, 10 years for exemple, graphe 6 and 8 are
superimposed to give the average annual rainf'all corresponding to each
storm of the same frequency (in this example the 10 year frequency). This
matching up does not introduce any difficulty for Upper-Volta, and is
carried out with good precision; by virtue of the parallelism of the lines
on the two graphe.
This baving been done, the ordinates of the basic diagram graph 9 are
multiplied, for each frequency, by the correction coefficient corresponding
to the amount of average annual precipitation linked to the 24 hour precipitation of the same frequency.

5 graphe (10 to 14) are thua established, for annual frequencies,
and for frequencies of one in l, 5, 10 and 20 years, giving directly the
intensity-duration curves for a given frequency.
Suppose, for exemple, that it is wished
tion curve for a 10 year storm at OUAGADOUGOU,
that the 24 hour storm ocourring there once in
13 gives directly the intensity-duration curve
110 mm in 24 hours.

to obtain the intensity durait is fOlUld fram graph 8
10 years is 110 mm ; graph
for such a 10 year storm of

It must not be thought that this procedure gives absolute precision,
for there are always exceptions for particular localities. On the other
band, the intensity-duration curves have been established principally on
the basis of raingauges installed to the north of the 1200 mm. isohyet, in
a region mere simple tornados with a main body and sometimesa preljminary
shower and a fairly long taU of low intensity dominate (exemple given in
graph nO 15).
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Multiple storms do net occur north of the 1200 mm isohyet and in
the middle of the coOl season, but they are mostly eneountered in the
wettest ragions (to the south of BOBO-DIOULASSO) where they beeome almost
as numerous as simplestorms during August and September. An example of
a multiple storm of duration 4 to 10 hours, sometimes more, with severa!
pealœ separated by periods of low intensity is given in graph 16.
The shortage of observations as yet allows neither differentiation
of the intensity-duration curves relative to different types of stOI'lllS,
nor their reeiprocal probability of appea;rance. By ail mea.na, simple tornados tend to provide the greatest intensities, which tends to aet as a
safety factor (for estimation purposes).

